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From M.D. Grayson comes the action packed Danny Logan debut mystery, Angel Dance.

Praise for Angel Dance...
"The intensity continues to build. Just when you think you have it solved, Grayson throws you a wild curve.
It was an excellent read. I highly recommend it."
Mack McCormick
Author, Terrorists at the Bus Stop

"Angel Dance was so much fun to read that I completed it in one day in Cape Cod on vacation. In fact, I
resented anyone who interrupted my reading time!"
Bella Luna
Book Reviewer

Overview:
Gina Fiore - beautiful Seattle heiress has vanished.
A foreign drug cartel and a Chicago organized crime family are looking.
Can Danny Logan rescue her before the noose closes?

More praise for Angel Dance...
"Stuart Woods WAS one of my favorite authors, with the ability to put an unexpected twist to the story, but
look out, first time novelist MD Grayson has written a smart and colorful page turner. I never thought I
would enjoy a wild ride through drug cartels and crime families, but a weekend read, turned into a book I
could not put down..... Can't wait for the next book!"
Jan Porter
Book Reviewer

"With two more books in the works and a cast of interesting characters awaiting development, this author is
worth watching." 
Kirkus Review
Book Reviewer

If you enjoy the intrigue of Gone, Baby, Gone, the wit of Janet Evanovich, the wisdom of Travis
McGee and the roller coaster action of Magnum P.I., you are going to LOVE "Angel Dance."

Be on the look out for Mona Lisa Eyes - M.D. Grayson's newest adventure to be released in September!
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From reader reviews:

Shanika Jeans:

In this 21st century, people become competitive in every way. By being competitive today, people have do
something to make these people survives, being in the middle of typically the crowded place and notice by
simply surrounding. One thing that at times many people have underestimated the item for a while is reading.
Yep, by reading a e-book your ability to survive boost then having chance to stand up than other is high. To
suit your needs who want to start reading a new book, we give you that Angel Dance book as basic and daily
reading e-book. Why, because this book is usually more than just a book.

Jennifer Jones:

Playing with family inside a park, coming to see the marine world or hanging out with pals is thing that
usually you may have done when you have spare time, then why you don't try thing that really opposite from
that. One activity that make you not experiencing tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller coaster you
have been ride on and with addition details. Even you love Angel Dance, you could enjoy both. It is good
combination right, you still desire to miss it? What kind of hangout type is it? Oh occur its mind hangout
men. What? Still don't understand it, oh come on its named reading friends.

David Peacock:

Don't be worry when you are afraid that this book will filled the space in your house, you may have it in e-
book means, more simple and reachable. This particular Angel Dance can give you a lot of pals because by
you considering this one book you have thing that they don't and make an individual more like an interesting
person. That book can be one of one step for you to get success. This guide offer you information that maybe
your friend doesn't realize, by knowing more than additional make you to be great people. So , why hesitate?
Let me have Angel Dance.

Russell Diamond:

Guide is one of source of understanding. We can add our know-how from it. Not only for students but native
or citizen need book to know the change information of year to year. As we know those ebooks have many
advantages. Beside most of us add our knowledge, may also bring us to around the world. Through the book
Angel Dance we can acquire more advantage. Don't that you be creative people? To become creative person
must prefer to read a book. Just choose the best book that appropriate with your aim. Don't end up being
doubt to change your life at this book Angel Dance. You can more appealing than now.
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